


Forget everything
you know about
cybersecurity!
It's not a firewall, it's not an IPS, it's not a WAF...

Open your mind to discover a new layer of security,

innovative and disruptive!



Imagine your
vulnerabilities
disappearing
like magic.
After years of research and development, our clients' dream has 
become a reality through NetSensor Magic, a solution capable of 
secretly observing internet traffic, identifying patterns present in 

a large portion of cyber attacks, learning who is malicious, and 
rendering your network invisible to these cybercriminals, all while 
continuing to operate normally for your clients and business
partners.



Through the recognition of malicious behavior patter-
ns, NetSensor Magic is capable of creating a layer of

invisibility, concealing the services your company
provides on the Internet from criminals. As a result
information about the services, including the
identification of possible  ulnerabilities, disappears like 
magic.
Even a pentest or vulnerability analysis software 
against your structure exposed on the internet will be 

detected and neutralized by the protection layer of
NetSensor Magic, making your structure and the search 
for possible vulnerabilities invisible and undetectable.



Designed to be a powerful ally in the most effective combat against
a serious problem that is growing on a frightening scale, cybercrimes,

which are becoming increasingly frequent, close, and successful.
It is aimed at companies that provide IT (Information Technology),

OT (Operational Technology), or IoT (Internet of Things) services
on the Internet, using an on-premise or hybrid environment.

Through artificial intelligence (machine learning), our technology
can transparently observe internet traffic, identify patterns present

in a large portion of cyber attacks, and block them in their early stages,
before they can be executed.



Benefits
exclusive
NetSensor Magic will make your company's 
security infrastructure smarter, providing a 
new layer of security through Artificial
Intelligence (AI) to make decisions and

automatically block sources of cyber attacks.



What makes
NetSensor Magic
different?

Automatic identification and blocking of cyber attacks.

Utilization of Artificial Intelligence concepts.

A new layer of security for your infrastructure.

Efficiency against "Zero day" attacks.

Precision, with zero incidence of false positives.

Protection for IT, OT, and IoT environments.

Edge security, providing protection for internet routers and even your firewall.



Comprising both Hardware and Software, NetSensor Magic 
is installed at the network edge, ahead of your Firewall and 
even in front of the internet router. It analyzes traffic,
identifies malicious sources, and automatically blocks 
cyber attacks proactively, without human intervention.
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NetSensor Magic operates completely transparently from 
a logical topology perspective, allowing for installation 
without the need for any changes to the network settings 
of the existing infrastructure.

Through a dashboard, graphs, and a world map, you'll have 
an incredible real-time visibility experience of detected 
and blocked attack attempts, with charts and statistics on 
blocks, IPs, countries, continents, and services.

Monthly management reports with comprehensive 

graphs and statistics complete the visibility experience of 

identified and neutralized attacks on your infrastructure.*



If you're looking
for a reliable tool,
be amazed by
NetSensor Magic.

NetSensor Magic


